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ABSTRACT: The dissociation of water on 2D monolayer molybdenum disulﬁde
(MoS2) edges was studied with density functional theory. The catalytically active sites for
H2O, H, and OH adsorption on MoS2 edges with 0% (Mo-edge), 50% (S50-edge), and
100% (S100-edge) sulfur coverage were determined, and the Mo-edge was found to be
the most favorable for adsorption of all species. The water dissociation reaction was then
simulated on all edges using the climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB)
technique. The reaction was found to be endothermic on the S100-edge and exothermic
for the S50- and Mo-edges, with the Mo-edge having the lowest activation energy barrier.
Water dissociation was then explored on the Mo-edge using metadynamics biased ab
initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) methods to explore the reaction mechanism at ﬁnite
temperature. These simulations revealed that water dissociation can proceed by two
mechanisms: the ﬁrst by splitting into adsorbed OH and H species produced a
particularly small activation free energy barrier of 0.06 eV (5.89 kJ/mol), and the second
by formation of desorbed H2 and adsorbed O atom had a higher activation barrier of
0.36 eV (34.74 kJ/mol) which was nevertheless relatively small. These activation barrier results, along with reaction rate
calculations, suggest that water dissociation will occur spontaneously at room temperature on the Mo-edge.

1. INTRODUCTION
The water dissociation reaction is a fundamentally important
process not only for renewable generation of hydrogen fuel
from water through the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER)
but also because it plays an important role in various other
reactions, such as water-gas shift (WGS, CO + H2O → CO2 +
H2) reaction. Because of the high energetic costs of water
splitting, there are many catalyst materials currently under
investigation to facilitate the process.1−3 One such class of
materials includes transition metal chalcogenidescompounds
consisting of chalcogen (elements in group 16 of the periodic
table such as oxygen and sulfur) anions and transition metal
cations. Various theoretical and experimental studies have
reported the synthesis and investigated the properties of
chalcogenide MX2 monolayers, such as MoS2, WS2, MoSe2,
MoTe2, TiS2, TaS2, TaSe2, NiTe2, and ZrS2, attracting
signiﬁcant attention for a broad range of applications including
electronics, optoelectronics, photovoltaics, and photocatalysis.4−10 Reducing the dimension from 3D to 2D leads to change
in the structural, electronic, and vibrational properties of these
materials. For example, a comparative study of lattice dynamics
of 3D and 2D MoS2 shows that absence of a weak inter layer
interaction in 2D single-layer MoS2 results in the softening of
some of the Raman-active modes.11 As two-dimensional (2D)
materials, they possess a high speciﬁc surface area ideal for
catalysis and a small band gap which allows them to be strong
visible light absorbers and possibly promote photocatalytic
reactions.12 In fact, both MoX2 and WX2 have indirect band
© 2015 American Chemical Society

gaps as bulk materials while their monolayers possess direct
band gaps,13,14 highlighting the interesting properties of 2D
materials. Furthermore, among these monolayers, only
molybdenum disulﬁde (MoS2) has its band positions aligned
with the water oxidation and reduction potentials,4 which
combined with its stability against photocorrosion15 makes it an
interesting material for use as a photocatalyst for water splitting.
MoS2 itself has been previously studied for potential
applications as an electrocatalyst for hydrogen evolution.
While large-scale bulk MoS2 is a poor catalyst,16 nanoparticles
of MoS2 have shown high HER activity.17−20 The HER activity
for these nanoparticles is strongly associated with exposed edge
sites that have a local stoichiometry, physical structure, and
electronic structure that diﬀers from the catalytically inert basal
planes of MoS2.21−23 Similar investigations are critical for
designing and developing 2D MoS2-based catalytic materials. A
recent theoretical study reported that, similar to the inert basal
planes of bulk MoS2, the surface of pristine 2D MoS2 is not
very favorable for water adsorption and dissociation due to the
repulsive interaction between free H2O and the perfect
surface.24 The study looked at triple vacancy defects as a way
of disrupting the perfect surface which lead to exothermic
adsorption and dissociation of water molecules. However,
despite the excellent activity of MoS2 nanoparticle edges, the
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Figure 1. (a) Top and (b) side view of the perfect basal plane of 2D MoS2. Blue, red, and green dotted lines show the location of the three most
thermodynamically stable surface terminations. These terminations, along with the their simulation supercells, are shown in the following: (c) S-edge
with 100% (S100-edge) sulfur coverage, (d) S-edge with 50% (S50-edge) sulfur coverage, and (e) S-edge with 0% (Mo-edge) sulfur coverage. The
yellow and the purple spheres represent S and Mo atoms, respectively.

on each edge were determined using the climbing image
nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) methodology. Finite temperature eﬀects were subsequently analyzed through ab initio
molecular dynamics (AIMD) and metadynamics to study the
water dissociation reaction on the most favorable edge. Finally,
a ground state study was conducted to study OH dissociation,
H migration, and H2 desorption after water dissociation.

hydrogen evolution reaction at room temperature has not been
investigated on the three thermodynamically stable edges
reported by Raybaud et al.25 Water dissociation, as part of the
WGS reaction, has only been previously investigated on two of
these edges which have undergone sulfur reconstruction at high
temperature and H2S pressure conditions26−28 As the water
dissociation step has been suggested to be the rate-limiting step
for hydrogen production for a variety of metals,29−32 we chose
to study this process on 2D MoS2 edges.
This paper conducted a ﬁrst-principles based in-depth
investigation of water adsorption and dissociation (H2O →
OH− + H+) mechanisms, in terms of thermodynamic stability,
active sites, activation barriers, and rates of reactions on various
2D MoS2 edges. First, the geometries and active sites for water
adsorption were studied for three edge terminations of MoS2.
Next, the activation energies for the water dissociation reaction

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS AND MODELS
2.1. Ab Initio Techniques. In order to understand the
electronic structure and photocatalytic properties of MoS2,
density functional theory (DFT) was utilized. The Quantum
Espresso33 software package using the plane-wave basis set
approach was utilized throughout this study. Interactions
between the valence electrons and the ionic core were
represented by the projector augmented wave (PAW)34
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Figure 2. Sites investigated for H, OH, and H2O adsorption on (a) S100-edge, (b) S50-edge, and (c) Mo-edge. The view of the edge with the MoS2
plane oriented perpendicular to the page is shown in (d) with sites A and B. Mo atoms are in purple, S atoms are in yellow, and sites A and B are
represented by pink spheres.

method with Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) formulation.35
Kinetic energy cutoﬀs of 680 and 6800 eV were used for the
wave functions and the charge density, respectively. Brillouin
zone integrations were performed using a Monkhorst−Pack36
grid of 4 × 4 × 1 k-points, and all calculations were non-spinpolarized. A vacuum layer larger than or equivalent to 15 Å was
added to avoid interaction between adjacent images. Results for
system relaxations were checked for convergence with respect
these parameters. Long range nonlocal eﬀects such as van der
Waals (vdW) forces were taken into account by applying van
der Waals corrections through the vdW-DF2 functional.37 The
structures were relaxed using a conjugate gradient minimization
algorithm until the magnitude of the residual Hellman−
Feynman force on each atom was less than 0.025 eV Å−1.
The evaluation of minimum-energy reaction paths (MEPs)
and transition states (TS) was performed using the climbing
image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method.38−40 Finite
temperature analysis of the system at 300 K was conducted
through ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) on the Born−
Oppenheimer surface which maintained temperature through
the Andersen thermostat. A time step of 2.5 fs was employed
for the AIMD runs, wherein Brillouin zone integrations were
performed on the Γ point in order to decrease simulation times.
Biased AIMD simulations were conducted using the metadynamics41,42 technique applied through the PLUMED43 plug-in.
The biased simulations were also conducted at 300 K and
initially employed a 2.5 fs time step in order to sample the
overall free energy surface and then employed a 1.25 fs time
step to sample speciﬁc regions of this surface with ﬁner detail.
2.2. Structure Model. The basal plane of 2D MoS2 consists
of two hexagonal planes of sulfur (S) atoms and an intercalated

hexagonal plane of molybdenum (Mo) atoms bonded to the S
atoms in a trigonal prismatic arrangement, as indicated in
Figure 1a,b. A single MoS2 sheet cut along the dotted lines
(Figure 1a) is terminated by three diﬀerent 1D edge
terminations as shown in Figure 1c−e. The ﬁrst edge
termination consists of two S atoms per Mo atom representing
100% S coverage (S100-edge) shown in Figure 1c, the second
consists of single S atoms representing 50% S coverage (S50edge) shown in Figure 1d, and ﬁnally the third edge consists of
Mo atoms only representing 0% S coverage (Mo-edge) as
shown in Figure 1e. The supercells of basal plane, S50-edge,
S100-edge, and Mo-edge consist of 48, 72, 66, and 72 atoms,
respectively. The present study was restricted to these sulfur
coverages as previous slab calculations25 indicate that only these
coverages are thermodynamically stable. In agreement with
previous studies,25 the S100-edge exhibits S2 dimers after
relaxation and the outer Mo atoms are 6-fold-coordinated.
Furthermore, it should be noted that a slight pairing of the S2
dimers is observed. Reducing the S coverage to 50% leads to a
zigzag conﬁguration for the S50-edge, where the S monomers
are in a bridging position and the Mo atoms again have 6-fold
coordination. The Mo-edge undergoes reconstructions due to
the very low coordination (2-fold) of the Mo atoms.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Adsorption of H, OH, and H2O on MoS2 Edges. As
a ﬁrst step, active sites for the adsorption of the H2O, OH, and
H species on each of the three chosen MoS2 edges were
investigated. A water coverage of 0.25 ML (i.e., one water
molecule per unit cell) was used. The adsorption energy of an
adsorbate on the surface was calculated as
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MoS2 surface with the H atoms facing away from the surface as
seen in Figure 3. The O−H bond lengths for each edge surface
were slightly larger than that of a free H2O molecule (0.958 Å)
in vacuum, indicating the O−H bond gets weakened when the
molecule is adsorbed on MoS2 edges.
The H 2 O molecule demonstrated a stable negative
adsorption energy only on the Mo-edge, while both the
S100-edge and S50-edge produced positive adsorption energies
unfavorable to adsorption. Among these edge terminations,
only the Mo-edge has undercoordinated atoms (2-foldcoordinated surface Mo atoms) compared to the basal plane,
and hence they are more likely to interact with adsorbate
species. Furthermore, sites above Mo atoms were more
favorable than those above S atoms as the Mo−O electronegativity diﬀerence is greater than that for S−O. Another
factor which likely aﬀected adsorbate binding ability relates to
geometrical constraints. For the Mo-edge surface, the Mo1 site
atoms are well exposed in isolation, allowing free interaction
with the H2O molecule, whereas access to Mo atoms for the
S100-edge and S50-edge is blocked by S atoms to a certain
degree. It should be noted that even for the Mo-edge, although
there is adsorption and attraction between the H2O molecule
and surface, the adsorption energy is still weaker than typical
covalent bond energies (for example, the bond energy of O−H
bond in water is about 5.0 eV).
The electrostatic interactions between the H2O molecule and
edge surfaces were further conﬁrmed by Bader charge analysis
for the best adsorption sites. Charge analysis was focused on
the atoms of the H2O molecule and the nearest surface atoms
at the adsorption location, with detailed quantitative values
provided in the Supporting Information. The S and O atoms in
all systems had negative eﬀective charges, while the Mo and H
atoms had positive eﬀective charges. This helps to explain the
previously noted repulsion between the O atom in the H2O
molecule and surface S atoms, whereas surface Mo atoms
attract the O atom. This is one reason that the pristine MoS2
surface does not strongly interact with H2O molecules as the
layer of negatively charged S atoms shields the inner Mo atoms.
For the two S-edges, the S and O atoms seemed to push charge
away from each other after adsorption, transferring charge to H
atoms or surrounding Mo atoms, respectively. The S100-edge
displayed a greater charge redistribution than S50-edge, and
there appears to be a slight charge transfer to the H2O molecule
which ends up with a small negative overall charge. For the Moedge, the surface Mo atom becomes more positive and the O
atom becomes more negative; this edge displays the greatest
charge redistribution and polarization of the H2O molecule.
However, there does not seem to be a transfer of charge from
Mo to O as the overall charge on the H2O molecule remains
zero. Hence, the adsorption of the H2O molecule on Mo-edge
appears to take place through induced electrostatic attraction.
In order to further study the interaction between the H2O
molecule and edge terminations and any possible charge
transfer, we plotted the charge density diﬀerence Δρ for the
best adsorption site on each edge as shown in Figure 3. Here
Δρ = ρ(edge + H2O) − ρ(edge) − ρ(H2O), where ρ(edge +
H2O) and ρ(edge) are the charge densities of the edge with and
without adsorbed H2O, respectively, and ρ(H2O) is the charge
density of the isolated H2O molecule. The greatest charge
redistribution occurs for the Mo-edge, indicating a strong
interaction between the H2O molecule and nearest-neighboring
Mo atom. Both the O and Mo atoms seem to be polarized,
pointing to a electrostatic attraction between them as proposed

(1)

where Etot (Ebare) is the energy of the slab with (without)
adsorbate and Ead is the energy of the isolated adsorbate species
calculated in the same supercell. Hence, a negative ΔHads
indicates stable adsorption whereas a positive value indicates
unstable adsorption. To check the performance of the edge
terminations, we ﬁrst investigated the possibility of water
dissociation on the stoichiometric 2D MoS2 surface (basal
plane). We considered various high-symmetry sites and found
that the water molecule possessed a positive adsorption energy
and stayed away from the surface. This indicates a repulsive
interaction between free H2O molecule and the perfect surface
of MoS2 monolayer. The ΔHads values for H and OH
adsorption were also found to be positive, suggesting that
water dissociation will not take place on the MoS2 basal plane.
This is likely because the O atom cannot receive suﬃcient
electrons in order to release H and is in agreement with
previous work24 where the layer of S atoms in the perfect
nonterminated structure were observed to be repulsive to the O
atom.
Next, the adsorption of H, OH, and H2O on the three MoS2
edges was investigated. Although each edge had diﬀerent
surface conﬁgurations, they were all composed of the same
basic structural pattern and thus had similar types of adsorption
sites. These common adsorption site types are shown in Figure
2a for the S50-edge, Figure 2b for the S100-edge, and Figure 2c
for the Mo-edge. They consisted of the following: (1) on top of
a S atom (marked S1), (2) on top of a Mo atom (marked
Mo1), (3) a bridge site (labeled A) between two S atoms
(marked S2 and S3), (4) above a S atom (marked S4), (5) a
bridge site (labeled B) between two S atoms (marked S1 and
S2), and (6) above a Mo atom (marked Mo2). In Figure 2d a
diﬀerent perspective further displays the two bridge sites.
Table 1 gives the most stable adsorption energies and sites
for each species on the three edges and also contains the
corresponding structural parameters. It was found that the H2O
molecule was energetically most stable on top of a Mo atom
(marked Mo1) for both S100-edge and Mo-edge whereas it was
most stable at site A for S50-edge. For all the edges, the water
molecule oriented itself so as to have the O atom closest to the
Table 1. Calculated Structural Parameters and Adsorption
Energies of H2O, OH, and H for the Most Stable Site on
S100-Edge, S-50-Edge, and Mo-Edgea
most stable species
H2O (on site Mo1)
OH (on site S1)
H (on site S1)
H2O (on site A)
OH (on site S1)
H (on site S1)
H2O (on site Mo1)
OH (on site B)
H (on site B)

Hads (eV)

h (Å)

S100-edge
0.15
2.989
−0.215
0.251
−0.155
0.206
S50-edge
0.23
2.848
−0.275
1.682
−0.199
1.304
Mo-edge
−0.55
2.274
−3.863
1.630
−4.921
1.346

dO−H

αHOH

0.9796, 0.9797
0.988

103.85

0.9783, 0.9838
0.995

103.55

0.9905, 0.9768
0.983

108.82

a

Hads (eV) represents the adsorption energy, h (Å) represents the
vertical height of the H2O, OH, and H species from the surface, dO−H
represents the OH bond lengths for OH and H2O molecules, and
αHOH represents the H−O−H angle for H2O molecule.
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Figure 3. Isosurfaces of the charge density diﬀerence Δρ for H2O molecule adsorbed on the most stable site for (a) S100-edge, (b) S50-edge, and
(c) Mo-edge. The purple, yellow, blue, and red spheres are Mo, S, H, and O atoms, respectively. The positive and negative isosurfaces are in pink and
blue, indicating regions of charge gain and loss, respectively.

adsorption simulations discussed in section 3.1, with the IS
corresponding to H2O adsorption (whole water molecule) and
the FS corresponding to OH and H adsorption (dissociated
water molecule). Figures 4, 5, and 6 present the energy proﬁles
that represent MEP between IS and FS for S100-edge, S50edge, and Mo-edge, respectively, along with their IS, TS, and FS
geometries and activation energy barriers. The chosen TS
conﬁguration corresponds to the highest energy point along the

earlier. The increase in negative charge below the Mo atom,
away from the surface as opposed to, further conﬁrms that
there is likely no charge transfer from the Mo atom to the O
atom and is consistent with earlier Bader analysis. The large
regions of charge loss between the H2O molecule and the
nearest two S atoms for the two S-edges point to the repulsion
felt between the O and S atoms. On all the edges the charge
gets redistributed within the H2O molecule, indicating there is
at least some level of interaction for each system.
Unlike H2O, both H and OH species were able to stably
adsorb with negative adsorption energies on all the studied
edges (Table 1), which was expected as the latter two are no
longer part of the stable water molecule. The most stable
adsorption position for both species on the S-edges was on an S
atom (marked S1 in Figure 2a,b) while it was at the bridge site
B for both species on the Mo-edge (Figure 2c). For the two Sedges, OH had a stronger adsorption energy than the H atom,
while the H atom had stronger adsorption for the Mo-edge.
Furthermore, the adsorption energies for the Mo-edge are
signiﬁcantly stronger than for S-edges and are in the range of
typical covalent bond energies. Hence, both H and OH seemed
to have formed covalent bonds on the Mo-edge due to the
strong adsorption energies and the fact that they seem to be
equally spaced between adjacent Mo atoms which suggests a
charge sharing arrangement.
3.2. Dissociation of H2O on MoS2 Edges. For the water
dissociation reaction on the three studied monolayer MoS2
edges, we performed NEB calculations with 11 images in order
to evaluate the MEP and the TS energy. For each edge, the
initial state (IS) and ﬁnal state (FS) were obtained from the

Figure 4. Reaction pathway and reaction barrier of single water
dissociation on S100-edge from climbing image nudged elastic band
(CI-NEB) simulation. Purple atoms represent Mo; yellow atoms
represent S.
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eV. The S50-edge had a signiﬁcantly lower barrier of 0.82 eV
while the Mo-edge had the lowest barrier at 0.54 eV. The
activation energy barriers for all the edges were signiﬁcantly
lower than that for water splitting in free space (∼5 eV). The
energy barriers for S50-edge and Mo-edge were even lower
than water splitting in liquid water (∼1 eV)44,45 and on the
surfaces of Cu, Ni, and Pd (∼1 eV).1 The activation energy
barrier for water splitting on Mo-edge was comparable with that
of water dissociation over a semiconducting (8,0) CNT (∼0.48
eV) and on a metallic (5,5) CNT (∼0.41 eV).46 In particular,
this compares favorably with platinum surface, which is often
regarded as the best performing catalyst for such reactions. A
recent DFT based study found a minimum activation energy of
0.44 eV for Pt(110) surface but higher than 0.54 eV for the
other four crystal surfaces tested.29 Thus, the magnitude of the
activation barriers for the S50-edge and Mo-edge can likely be
overcome with relatively low energy inputs (thermal, electric, or
photonic).
The reaction energy is deﬁned as ΔE = EFS − EIS, where EFS
is the energy of the FS, so that a negative ΔE indicates an
exothermic reaction and a positive ΔE represents an
endothermic one. The H2O dissociation on S100-edge was
endothermic with positive reaction energy diﬀerence of 1.4 eV
(Figure 4). On the other hand, both S50-edge (Figure 5) and
Mo-edge (6) had exothermic negative reaction energies of
−0.22 and −1.29 eV, respectively. This beats the best reaction
energy obtained for Pt surfaces with a ﬁgure of −0.20 eV.29 The
much larger magnitude of the Mo-edge reaction energy in
relation to the S-edges is likely in relation to its superior water
adsorption ability, whereas the S-edges did not even favorably
adsorb H2O molecules in their ISs. The negative reaction
energies for the Mo-edge and S50-edge point to thermodynamic favorably, and the low activation barriers point to
favorable kinetics. On the other hand, water dissociation on the
S100-edge is energetically less favorable due to its comparatively higher activation barrier and large positive reaction
energy, and thus the S100-edge is not a good candidate for
water splitting.
3.3. Free Energy of Water Dissociation on Mo-Edge at
Room Temperature with Vibrational and Entropic
Contributions. Although NEB analysis revealed the Moedge as highly active for water dissociation, the reaction energy
results only provided potential energy diﬀerences at ground
state. In order to get a more complete picture of behavior under
room temperature conditions for the best performing Mo-edge,
we considered quantum corrections to the activation barrier in
order to account for the discreteness of vibrational modes at
room temperature (300 K). Therefore, the entropic contribution as well as zero point energy (ZPE) correction were
incorporated by computing Gibbs free energy ΔGa between IS
and TS, such that

Figure 5. Reaction pathway and reaction barrier of single water
dissociation on S50-edge from climbing image nudged elastic band
(CI-NEB) simulation. Purple atoms represent Mo; yellow atoms
represent S.

Figure 6. Reaction pathway and reaction barrier of single water
dissociation on Mo-edge from climbing image nudged elastic band
(CI-NEB) simulation. Purple atoms represent Mo; yellow atoms
represent S.

MEP. All the reaction paths were found to have similar TSs
where the H2O molecule has dissociated into OH and H
species; the OH group has bonded to a surface atom for all the
edges, while the H atom has bonded to a surface atom for the
S100-edge but remains unbonded for the remaining two edges.
Eventually the H atoms draw close to the surface and form
bonds in the FS for each edge. For the Mo-edge FS, the H atom
remains in a position roughly equidistant between two adjacent
surface Mo atoms, which suggests it shares bonds with both
surface atoms. For the two S-edges, the H atoms form bonds
with a single surface atom in the FS conﬁgurations.
The TSs can be used to ﬁnd the activation energies for the
dissociation reaction at ground state conditions. The activation
energy barrier is deﬁned as Ea = ETS − EIS, where ETS is the
energy of the transition state and EIS is the energy of the IS.
The calculated activation energy barrier Ea for water
dissociation on S100-edge had a relatively high value of 2.31

ΔGa = Ea + ΔZPE − T ΔS

(2)

where Ea is activation energy barrier obtained by subtracting
total energies of IS and TS as deﬁned in section 3.2 and
obtained from NEB, ΔZPE is the diﬀerence of zero point
energies between IS and TS, ΔS is the change of entropy of
water between IS and TS, and T is the temperature. The ΔZPE
was computed to be −0.404 eV through the vibrational
frequency calculation.
The entropic contribution (TΔS) can be considered to be
very low for adsorbate species as they are already bound to a
surface with little conﬁgurational freedom.47 Typically, the
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Figure 7. Reaction mechansim of H2O dissociation reaction on Mo-edge of MoS2 during unbiased ab initio molecular dynamics simulation at 300 K.
The reaction roughly follows the same path as CI-NEB simulations.

few orders of magnitude change in value, this would still be a
very high rate constant. This clearly suggests that the Mo-edge
is very favorable for the water dissociation reaction not only
thermodynamically but also kinetically, and the reaction is likely
to occur spontaneously and quickly at room temperature.
Hence, water dissociation is likely not the rate-limiting step as
part of an overall hydrogen evolution process; we studied
further steps in section 3.6.
3.4. Finite Temperature ab Initio Molecular Dynamics.
Water dissociation on the Mo-edge, the best performing of the
MoS2 surfaces, was selected for ﬁnite temperature AIMD
simulations to observe temperature eﬀects on the dynamic
evolution of the system. The system was initialized with the
H2O molecule oriented so as to have the O atom facing the
MoS2 surface and then allowed to evolve along the Born−
Oppenheimer energy surface at 300 K. As the simulation
progressed, the H2O molecule started to move toward the
MoS2 surface and tilt to allow the O atom to decrease its
distance to the nearest Mo atom and eventually started to form
a bond between the O and Mo atoms (see Figure 7a) at t ≃
0.37 ps in the dynamics. Next, one of the H atoms in the H2O
molecule started to detach from the O atom (Figure 7b) and
form a bond with the Mo atom adjacent to the O bonded Mo
atom (Figure 7c). By ≃ 1.11 ps, the ﬁrst detached H atom had
moved to a position intermediate between two Mo atoms and
seemed to form bonds with both of them, achieving a
conﬁguration similar to that observed for the adsorption
simulations in section 3.1 (see Figure 7d). This conﬁguration
continued to be stable for the remaining simulation time up to
1.48 ps, at which point the simulation was stopped as complete
dissociation had been achieved and there was little change in
the atomic conﬁgurations.
The quick and straightforward dissociation of the H2O
molecule into OH and H in under 1.5 ps indicates that the
energy barrier for dissociation is not larger than the thermal

entropy of adsorbed molecules is almost entirely in the
vibrational partition with little translational or rotational
contributions, with most of the freedom related to vibration
of the molecule normal to the surface and so largely dependent
on bond length and strength between between adsorbate and
surface.48 For the Mo-edge, both the water molecule in the IS
and OH species in the TS are bound to the surface at similar
distances (2.23 and 2.12 Å, respectively) and can be considered
to have zero entropy diﬀerence. The dissociated H atom in the
TS might produce an entropy diﬀerence depending on how
strongly it is bound to the surface; if it is considered to have
strong adsorption like the other species, then the entropy
diﬀerence remains zero (TΔS = 0). An upper bound for the
entropy diﬀerence term can be obtained if the H atom in the
TS is considered to be fully free of the surface and act as a free
gas, in which case the TΔS value is 0.20 eV/H2O at room
temperature.47 After considering these corrections, we calculated the free energy change ΔGa of activation for the reaction
to be from 0.14 eV (TΔS = 0) to −0.06 eV (TΔS = 0.20) on
Mo-edge which suggests not only that the Mo-edge has
excellent catalytic activity but also that water dissociation on
Mo-edge could be spontaneous at ﬁnite temperature, making it
a defect-free alternative to oxygen vacant MoS2 surface
suggested by Ataca et al.24 for dissociating H2O spontaneously.
The kinetic rate constant can be estimated by the transition
state theory expression
k=

kBT
exp( −ΔGa /kBT )
h

(3)

where kB and h denote Boltzmann’s and Planck’s constant,
respectively. From the formula above, we determined a range
for the rate constant from k = 2.8 × 1010 s−1 (TΔS = 0) to k =
6.4 × 1013 s−1 (TΔS = 0.14) at 300 K. A change of 0.06 eV in
activation barrier produces an approximate rise or fall in
reaction rate by 1 order of magnitude. However, even with a
6524
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Figure 8. Free energy surface of mechanism 1 in terms of collective variables for metadynamics biased AIMD simulation at 300 K and 2.5 fs time
step with corresponding atomic conﬁgurations at speciﬁc energy minima. The dissociation reaction proceeds from point A to B. However, the
deepest energy well and largest activation barrier correspond to adsorption of the free water molecule at point C. The activation energy barriers Ga,
obtained from 1.25 fs time step simulations, are given in blue.

repeated with a metadynamics based bias and the same time
step of 2.5 fs in order to obtain a free energy surface of the
reaction and explore possible alternate reaction mechanisms.
Two schemes of collective variables were tested in two diﬀerent
biased simulations, and each resulted in a diﬀerent reaction
mechanism, both of which are presented in the following
sections. Once an energy surface was obtained for a mechanism,
speciﬁc regions of the surface corresponding to important
energy barriers were explored with a smaller time step of 1.25 fs
in order to obtain a more detailed and accurate estimate of free
energy barriers, and these values are presented in the following
sections.
3.5.1. Mechanism 1. In the ﬁrst simulation scheme, two
collective variables were biased, the ﬁrst (CV1) representing
coordination number between the O atom in the H2O
molecule and the nearest Mo atom and the second (CV2)
representing coordination number between the O atom in the
H2O molecule and a H atom in the same molecule (see
Supporting Information for coordination number collective
variable deﬁnitions). The reaction proceeds according to the
same mechanism as found from NEB and the unbiased AIMD
simulations; namely, the H2O molecule dissociates into OH

energy available at 300 K. This conﬁrms the spontaneous
nature of H2O molecule dissociation on the Mo-edge surface
and that it strongly favors this reaction even at room
temperature. This also correlates with the earlier calculated
rate constants as it falls within the range of prediction of a
dissociation happening once every 0.02−36.0 ps on average,
with it falling closer to the lower bound which corresponds to a
TS with a free H atom and bound OH species. The initial H2O
adsorption took place at the same active site found as most
favorable in the adsorption simulations (marked Mo1 in Figure
2c). The overall evolution of the reaction was also found to be
similar to the adsorption and NEB based results, especially the
ﬁnal conﬁguration of the dissociated water molecule. In both
approaches, the O atoms ﬁrst forms a bond to the nearest Mo
atom while the H2O molecule is still intact. The ﬁrst H atom to
detach from the water molecule stabilizes roughly intermediate
between two Mo atoms in both the AIMD and adsorption
results. Hence, the dissociation proceeds in a roughly similar
manner even with entropic and temperature eﬀects.
3.5. Metadynamics Biased Finite Temperature ab
Initio Molecular Dynamics. The water dissociation AIMD
simulation conducted on the Mo-edge in section 3.4 was
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Figure 9. Free energy surface of mechanism 2 in terms of collective variables for metadynamics biased AIMD simulation at 300 K 2.5 fs time step
with corresponding atomic conﬁgurations at speciﬁc energy minima. The dissociation reaction proceeds from point A to B and then C, leaving
behind a lone adsorbed O atom. The activation energy barrier Ga for the overall process, obtained from 1.25 fs time step simulations, is given in blue.

and H species which both adsorb on Mo atoms on the Mo-edge
surface. During the dissociation, the H2O molecule’s O atom
ﬁrst forms a bond with a Mo atom and then a H atom splits
from the molecule, leaving the OH species adsorbed, and
eventually the H also adsorbs to surface Mo atoms. The
resulting free energy surface is described in Figure 8.
The free energy minima corresponding to the IS
(representing the adsorbed H2O molecule) and FS (representing adsorbed OH and H) from the NEB simulations are labeled
A and B, respectively. The free energy barrier for escaping from
the energy well at A, which corresponds to an activation energy
barrier, is roughly 0.06 eV (5.89 kJ/mol). This value falls within
the range of free energy barriers calculated from the NEB
calculations (−0.06 to 0.14 eV) and lies closer to the lower
bound which was associated with the intermediate transition
state (TS) consisting of a bound OH and free H atom (while
the upper bound consisted of both OH and H species bound to
the surface with practically no freedom of movement). This
also matches the results of the nonbiased AIMD simulation in
which the dissociation also happened with a time closer to that
predicted by the lower bound barrier. Hence, the TS probably
has an H atom loosely attracted to and held by the surface
which is not fully adsorbed and possess more freedom of
movement than the ﬁnal bound state but less than in free gas
state. The free energy surface also conﬁrms that the water

dissociation step is not the rate-limiting step in the overall water
to hydrogen process as it does not involve the deepest energy
well labeled as C in Figure 8. Instead, the deepest energy well
represents the unadsorbed free water molecule, and the free
energy barrier for escaping from this well (corresponding to
water adsorption on the surface) is 0.17 eV (16.40 kJ/mol).
This demonstrates that, even for the Mo-edge which is
thermodynamically favorable for water adsorption, the water
adsorption step is a candidate for the rate-limiting step for the
hydrogen production process.
3.5.2. Mechanism 2. The second biased simulation scheme
also utilized two collective variables: the ﬁrst (CV1)
representing coordination number between the O atom in
the H2O molecule and the nearest two surface Mo atoms and
the second (CV2) representing coordination number between
an H atom and the two nearest Mo atoms to which it was
bound in the ﬁnal state of the unbiased AIMD simulation. The
dissociation of this reaction proceeded by a diﬀerent
mechanism than for the ﬁrst biased simulation scheme. The
common process for generation of hydrogen from water on
catalyst surfaces involves water splitting into adsorbed H and
OH (H2O + 2∗ → OH∗ + H∗, where ∗ represents a surface
site), as was the case for our NEB and AIMD simulations. The
adsorbed hydrogens eventually combine to form a hydrogen
molecule (through the simple route 2H∗ → H2 or more
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complex intermediates), leaving behind the adsorbed OH
species.47 However, an alternate mechanism involves the
hydrogen atoms of the water molecule directly combing to
form a hydrogen molecule while leaving behind only the O
atom adsorbed (H2O + ∗ → O∗ + H2), which seems to be the
mechanism followed by the second simulation scheme.
Figure 9 describes the free energy surface for this simulation.
The free energy minima corresponding to the unadsorbed
whole water molecule is labeled A. The O atom proceeds to
adsorb strongly to the nearest Mo atom while the H atoms are
starting to break free of the O atom by point B. At point C, the
two H atoms have fully broken away from the O atom and are
moving away from the MoS2 surface while drawing closer to
each other to form what looks like an H2 molecule. The free
energy barrier for the H atoms to escape the O atom and go
from point B to C was roughly 0.36 eV (34.74 kJ/mol). This is
signiﬁcantly higher than the energy barrier for breaking the O−
H bond in mechanism 1, which is to be expected as there now
two bonds being broken at roughly the same time. Hence, this
mechanism will occur far less frequently than mechanism 1 at
room temperature. However, the activation barrier is not
particularly high and can be overcome with a slight energy
input. It should be noted that the barrier is also greater than
that for water adsorption in mechanism 1.
3.6. Surface Processes Subsequent to Water Dissociation. Following the splitting of the water molecule into OH
and H species in mechanism 1, there are several additional
steps required for hydrogen gas production. A preliminary
examination of these on the Mo-edge was done by studying the
further dissociation of the OH species into O and H, the
migration of H atoms across the Mo-edge surface, and the
possible formation of hydrogen by the simple route of the Tafel
reaction (2H∗ → H2) at ground state conditions. The OH
splitting reaction (OH∗ → H∗ + O∗) was found to be
thermodynamically favorable with a reaction energy ΔE of
−1.58 eV but had a signiﬁcant activation energy Ea of 2.00 eV
(see Supporting Information for geometrical conﬁgurations of
this reaction). The ΔE for OH dissociation compares very
favorably with other metals such as Au, Cu, Pt, and Pd which
have either endothermic or thermoneutral reaction energies1
but smaller activation energies ranging from 0.96 to 1.79 eV.
The intermediate states for H atom migration, association,
and desorption from the Mo-edge, along with their relative
energies, are shown in Figure 10. First, two distant (out of each
other’s bonding range) surface bonded H atoms were made to
move toward each other. The intermediate state for this
process, corresponding to an H atom between and not strongly
bound to adjacent Mo atoms, produced an activation barrier Ea
of 1.15 eV for H migration. Eventually the two H atoms moved
close enough to be bonded to the same Mo atom, a
conﬁguration which had a lower energy than the initial state
in which the H atoms were far apart. The desorption of the two
adjacent H atoms to then form an H2 molecule was found to
have an equivalent Ea and ΔE of 1.07 eV, indicating there is not
an intermediate highest energy transition state. The activation
energy for these postdissociation processes are higher than that
for the water splitting step, hinting that one of these steps is
likely the rate-limiting step for a full hydrogen evolution
reaction. The hydrogen desorption step is especially troublesome as even the overall reaction seems to be thermodynamically unfavorable with a positive potential energy change.
However, it should also be noted that for desorption processes,
where the gas phase transition or ﬁnal state can have

Figure 10. Intermediate states for the process of H atom migration,
association, and desorption from Mo-edge. The energy diﬀerence, ΔE,
for each state relative to the initial conﬁguration of separated and
adsorbed individual H atoms is provided.

signiﬁcantly greater freedom of movement than the initial
adsorbed state, entropy can be a signiﬁcant factor and greatly
lower the free energy of activation or reaction for the step.48
Furthermore, the hydrogen evolution step might proceed by a
more complex route with several intermediate species than the
simple Tafel mechanism tested.
The preliminary simulations demonstrate that the hydrogen
desorption mechanism needs to be studied in greater detail
with ﬁnite temperature entropy eﬀects and exploration of
multiple possible reaction pathways. Additionally, this work was
restricted to studying a single H2O molecule on the edge
surface and did not consider the impact of multiple H2O
molecules. Other H2O molecules can aﬀect reaction mechanisms due to their polar nature, although this is much more
signiﬁcant in liquid phase reactions where they can protonate H
atoms. Another important factor for surface catalytic reactions
involves surface coverage eﬀects where adsorbed molecules can
interact with each other and even form surface layers. Surface
layers themselves can interfere with adsorption of reactants and
aﬀect reaction rates. This also brings up the issue of the O atom
which is left adsorbed to the surface and whether it is removed
by some reaction such as O2 evolution; otherwise, this might
result in the poisoning of the catalytic surface. Such
considerations will have to be properly investigated before
the MoS2 monolayer material can be used for practical
applications. As such, these should be explored in future
studies.

4. CONCLUSION
The water adsorption and dissociation abilities of three edge
terminations of monolayer MoS2 with 100% sulfur (S) coverage
(S100-edge), 50% S coverage (S50-edge), and 0% S coverage
(Mo-edge) were investigated using ab initio simulations. The
S100 and S50 edges were found to be thermodynamically
unfavorable for H2O adsorption while all edges were able to
strongly bind the individual OH and H species on their surface.
Next, water dissociation was simulated for all edges using the
nudged elastic band (NEB) method. All edges followed roughly
the same reaction path, during which an H atom split from the
H2O molecule to leave an adsorbed OH and eventually
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adsorbed itself onto the surface. The S100-edge turned out to
have a very high ground state activation energy barrier of 2.31
eV, while the S50-edge had a barrier of 0.82 eV and the Moedge had the lowest barrier of 0.54 eV. The Mo-edge activation
free energy barrier was then found using zero-point energy and
entropy corrections to produce a barrier in the range of −0.06
to 0.14 eV and a very high rate constant which indicated that
the water dissociation reaction would proceed spontaneously
on the Mo-edge at room temperature.
Water dissociation was then further studied on the Mo-edge
using ab initio molecular dynamics with metadynamics to study
the reaction when the system was allowed to evolve freely at
ﬁnite temperature with no ﬁxed ﬁnal state. Water splitting
occurred through two mechanisms. Mechanism 1 followed the
mechanism of the NEB simulations and produced a
dissociation activation free energy barrier of 0.06 eV. It was
also found that the water adsorption step for mechanism 1 had
a higher activation free energy barrier of 0.17 eV than for water
dissociation. Mechanism 2 occurred via a pathway in which the
H atoms of the H2O molecule directly form a hydrogen
molecule while leaving behind an adsorbed O atom and had a
higher activation free energy barrier of 0.36 eV. Finally, steps
required for hydrogen evolution after water dissociation were
studied for the Mo-edge. The dissociation of OH was found to
have a ground state activation energy barrier of 2.00 eV, H
atom migration on the surface was found to have a barrier of
1.15 eV, and the association and desorption of H2 was found to
have a barrier of 1.07 eV. Hence, it was found that water
dissociation is likely not the rate-limiting step for hydrogen
production on MoS2 edges.

■
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